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People dropped in at UMO from all over
last week to take part in the 60tr annual
Open House Week. The record crowd
found more to do than just hang around,
with lectures given by Governor Kenneth
Curtis and astronaut Joseph Allen, in
addition to enjoying various sporting
events and novelties. See the Or n House
round-up on Page 7.
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O'Meara says campus pub
not possible this year
by Jan Messier
A number of factors have "unquestion-
ably" killed UMO's chances to establish an
on-campus pub before the end of the
semester, according to Student Govern-
ment Pub Committee Chairman Ted
O'Meara.
The Board of Trustees Student Affairs
Committee tabled the latest GSS proposal
on March 27 and O'Meara cited as reasons
some uncertainty regarding use of pub
receipts and a recommendation added by
UMO President Howard R. Neville to the
proposal last November.
Other informed sources told The
Campus the Trustee committee tabled the
proposal to prevent it from coming before
the Board for final approval while the
Maine State Legislature remained in
session in Augusta. The committee's
cautiousness reportedly stemmed from a
desire to attract no additional public
controversy to the University. which had
been coming under fire at the State House.
The original proposal regarding receipts
coming from the pub stipulated. "The pub
will not operate with an intent to make a
profit. Rather, pricing will be designed to
cover the total cost of purchase, delivers.
services. programming, and periodic
renovations." O'Meara commented that
excess profits woOld be utilized to "benefit
students through scholarships, special
programs. and the like."
Neville submitted an amendment to the
profit clause which asked "for the first five
years an allocation of 10 per cent of the
gross receipts collected by the staff of
Residential Lite toward the construction
and programming support of the new
Performing Arts Center and the new sports
arena."
Upon encountering opposition from the
pub committee. including threats to block
the entire report. the president termed the
recommendation "negotiable." meaning.
according to Chairman O'Meara. that the
suggestion wasn't binding.
The pub committee toned down Neville's
suggestion to read. "After discussion with
the President's Advisory Committee, a
percentage of the gross receipts will be
placed at the disposal of the President of
UMO, B to be used for campus
development and programs."
The Student Affairs Committee consi-
dered this a vague statement and as a
result tabled the proposal and asked the
pub committee to outline specific
guidelines for the use of profit.
O'Meara believes that any recom-
mendations regarding income from the pub
should be in the hands of the pub advisory
committee and not up to the president.
This would be in addition to the advisory
committee's main duties, which include
the selection of a director, staffing
arrangements. pricing, programming.
brands of alcohol to he served and how it is
to be dispensed.
The pub faces additional blockades in
the state Attorney General's office.
According to William E. Gautreau.
Director of Licensing at the Liquor
Commission in Augusta. the Attorney
General is involved in "lots of legal
research'. to determine whether the
University of Maine is considered a "state
entity." State entities are barred from
selling alcoholic beverages.
According to Gautreau. if the ruling
finds that IMO is not a state entity, the
proposal would then fall into his hands for
consideration. He will then be responsible
for appointing the license holder and
determining the facilities to be used.
Gautrcau. who has had the application on
file since March 8, could not predict when
the decision would be outcoming from the
Attorney General's office.
The Orono Town Council took the first
step last February by unanimously
approving UMO's license application.
which is signed by Neville. and forwarding
it to the state liquor commission.
Neville affixed his signature to the
application following his conditional
approval of the original GSS proposal last
November. The current proposal will come
before the Trustees' committee at the next
board meeting. there to be forwarded to
the full board for final approval at that or a
later meeting. presumably with its
"negotiable" clause nailed down with
specifics.
Alan Reynolds named
campus police director
Alan G. Reynolds, acting director of
campus police for the last eight months.
was appointed permanent director of the
department April first. replacing William
Tynan. who resigned August 31.
Reynolds, a five and a half year veteran
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Alan Reynolds
of the campus police force, said there
would be no changes in present
department policy in any areas, and that
the department would continue to push
the community service role he said the
department had been following in the past.
He said the service . included the
department's student safety officers, and
the volunteer ambulance attendants, also
drawn from the student boil!..
A student in the College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture. Reynolds said he tries to
"get in the middle section of campus" at
least once a week, to see first hand what is
happening in the community, and added
that he will continue to stress
communication with students. "I'm always
willing to talk, and my door is open to
anybody." he said.
Reynolds past police experience includes
three and a half years with the Old Town
Police Department. from 1964 to 1967, and
one year as a security officer with the
Maine Air National Guard. He joined the
campus force in 1968 as a patrolman. Since
that time he has been promoted to
patrolman-investigator, sergeant, lieuten-
ant, captain, and acting director.
Reynolds resides at Talmar Wood with
his wife and three children.
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UMB reorganized to form
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The first of President Howard R.
Neville's 14 goals for UMO was reached
last week when it was announced that the
University of Maine's Bangor campus will
be consolidated into UMO's academic and
business structure as the Bangor
Community College(BCC) of UMO.
Neville and other administrative officials
at UMO will carry the same responsibilities
for academic affairs, services and
maintenance at BCC as they now have for
UMO's colleges. Constance H. Carlson.
currently acting director of UMB. will take
ON Cr as dean of the new college.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
James M. Clark said part of the program at
BCC will involve the establishment of a
liberal arts transfer program with courses
carrying credit fully transferable to a
degree program at UMO.
Clark outlined other features of the
proposed BCC program:
•h will ,continue to have the primary
responsibility of providing educational
programs to the greater Bangor
community, such as degree programs
certificates, short courses, institutes, and
con le rences
t7 eU irg e TO5LJJ
18 years as
'Faculty rank standards and other
4,..ademic policies relevant to the
community college concept will be
continued. The dean of the BCC will be a
member of the UMO Dean's Council with
normal college responsibilities.
•The UMO business office and other
administrative departments will assume
responsibility for all functions not provided
by any other UMO college. Some of the
functions affected by this reorganization
will be the bookstore. Continuing
Education and Summer Session activities.
business office. student union. and student
affairs.
•The university's two-year programs will
be located both at Orono and Bangor.
•Students in two-year programs will
have some choice of dormitory residences
at Orono and Bangor. Busing will continue
to allow interchange of students and
faculty between the two locations.
Dr. Clark said the proposed restruc-
turing "will prevent wasteful duplication of
programs and administrative services and
unnecessary competition inherent in the
trend towards administrative separation of
the two !:ampuses.
•
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George II. Crosby died March 31 at the'
age of 62 after along illness. He was
registrar at UMO for 181/2 years. During
that time he established himself as a witty,
yet serious and dedicated administrator.
After graduating from Colby college in
1936. he served with the U.S. Army in the
Philippines from 1937 to 1940. In 1940 he
accepted a position there with the
Army-Navy YMCA, where he stayed until
the Japanese invasion in 1942.
Crosby, his wife Lucy Bourret ot
Cherbourg. France, and their twin sons
were placed in a concentration camp in
Santo Tomas, and were transferred later to
Los Banos. In February 1945. after 21
months of imprisonment. Crosby went
free, but left behind his dead wife and
children.
To complicate his hardships. he had
contracted tuberculosis in the camps and
was hospitalized for 10 months following
his release, but the lung damage was
permanent.
After his release, he held teaching jobs
at a school in Honolulu, and was a
researcher at the University of Texas
Medical School at Galveston. He came to
Maine in 1955 to replace James Harmon as
Registrar.
John F. Collins. Jr. will be acting
registrar until a new appointment is made.
•
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What's on
TUESDA1, APRIL 9
MULTI-MFDIA—IVCF presents Twen-
ty-One Hundred Multi-Media Communi-
cation. 7:30 p.m. in the Damn Yankee
Room. Free admission.
FILM—Marion Brando in "The Chase".
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting.
ENSEMBLE—UMO 20th Century Music
Ensemble at 8:15 p.m. in Hauck.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10
MULTI-MEDIA—IVCF presents Twen-
ty-One Hundred Multi-Media Communi-
1-This Easter,
send a touch
of springtime.
I The FID
I HappyNest.Tm
1,1.4 ,•41. I Il•
The HappyNest— a quaint rattan
basket tilted with lovely spring
flowers or fresh green
plants The basket comes
with matching rattan handle and:
chain So it Lan either be set ont
a table or hung in a window
Either way ...what nicer way to say
Happy Easter? Cal! or visit us today
We cart send your gift almost anywherc
,ation. 7:30 p.m. in the Damn Yankee
Room. Free admission.
FILM—"Soldier Blue", sponsored by
IDB at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting.
BLOOD BANK—University Community
Blood Bank will be taking donors from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Penobscot Hall.
FILM—Laurence Olivier in Shake-
speare's "Henry V". at 6:30 p.m. in 120
Little. Sponsored by UMO Cultural Affairs
Committee.
PIRG—Local board meeting. faculty
invited. 6:30 p.m. in the Thurrell Room.
Memorial Union.
'AL
Fresh cut flowers and other spring arrangements
to order, as well as a variety of flowering plants
nia Cfalt
46 Main St.. Orono
Design Your Ring.
Just because its your love,
and your day,
make it your very own ring.
Fr:A FC0
w
N41
Choose the band, the finish, the setting.
And it's all yours.
Orange Bloom
Lets you be you.
Orange Blossom
6.44.31tacksrSIns
. 
_ATTAN JEWELERS
73 Main St.. Bangor
\, Other Locations in Augusta and Portland iilkailiwStudent Charges Invited/
THURSDAY. APRIL 11
LECTURE—"The Portrayal of Women
in Victorian Art" at 8 p.m. in 102 Murray
Hall. Guest lecturer is Marhta Vicinus.
associate professor of English at Indiana
University.
SPEAKER—Wilmot MacDonald.
"Songs and Stories from New Brunswick".
8:15 p.m. in the Damn Yankee Room.
FILM—Marlon Brand° in "The Ap-
paloosa". 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting.
FlLM—"Soldier Blue", sponsored by
IDB at and 9:30 p.m. in 130 Little Hall.
MISCELLANEOUS
GOLF—All Varsity golf candidates are
1 CAMPUSCLASSIFIED
asked to attend a meeting in the Memorial
Gym Monday April 15 at 6:30 p.m.
GAY—Xerox copies of the materials
from the New England Gay Conference
held March 15-17 at Emerson College are
on file at the Student Senate Office, 12
Lord Hall, and at Residential Life, 201
Fernald Hall. The Wilde-Stein Club
invites all interested persons to read these
materials.
SUMMER SESSION—Dates and a
listing 'of the 320 courses offered at the
UMO Summer Session are included in the
Summer Session catalog which is now
ready for distribution
GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
FOR SALE: AKE regis-
tered. ready to go. Call
947-8509
A name recognized the
world over Magnavox
STEREOPHONIC HIGH
FIDELITY &
TELEVISION SOLD
ONLY THROUGH
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
"Where To Buy It"
Rice & Tyler Co
Westgate PL-tz.3 Bangtot
‘. Tel 945-335' ) I
.\\"\t' 111/1/1(1/,
The
Depot Tames
Chester SI Old town
•••••••
Saturday Afternoon
'Jam Session'
Thurs.Fri. & Sat
esn,_
P MUSIC by Travis
/ featuring Pat Harris \
Mh W\\\\
Secretarial/Typing Job
Wanted. Summer - part
time.
Rachel Karpen Tel.
581-7507
(303 Knox Halli
OVERSEAS JOBS —
Australia, Europe. 5
America Africa. Students
of all professions and
occupations $700 to $3000
month!y Expenses paid,
overtime. sightseeing.
Free information.
WANTED: Musicians
who wish to play in an
outdoor concert Saturday,
April 20. Must provide
own amplification. Con-
tact Curt Mitchell or
Clifford Sawyer, Bangor
Student Union 947-6197.
at
Jack's Grocery
RF FR _uou N
827 Stillwater Ave
tliiwater. Me
Interested in no-frills low
cost jet travel to Europe,
the Middle East, the Far
East, Africa?
EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you
find the least expensive
way to get there. Phone us
toll-fr.'. at fannt 2774-5569
WANTED:
Photo Journalist
For Newspaper "Deer Isle
Fisherman"
Summer Job or Steady
Job
Contact Richard Eaton
Little Deer Isle Maine,
14650
Tel. 348-2383
AFRICA
EUROPE ISRAEL
Travel discounts year
round Intl Student Travel
Center 739 Boylston St.
Suite 113 Boston, Tel
I6171 267-1122.
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P.O. Box 603, Corte
Madera. CA. 94925 II
FOR SENIORS ONLY:
Sullivan Ford Sales announces a new
finance plan especially designed for you.
Now vou can buy a car, take delivery
_
the same dav. with no nnvmontil inr 90 days
Simply by meeting these minimum requirrment.:
er
(1) Small Dews Pinmeot
(2) Proof of FA940,miest f,f*Auktitos
(3) Illed a Suadani Credk (lett
VV. e
.Z.imma sr!
.••••••=. ..41,09Whrinilil
••••••••••••
ft...4=ft avow
CALL ANT SAURIAN FOR DETAILS
EXCLUSIVELY AT
SULLIVAN
tOtD WrIll iNytGaft ucilo I MY ICI
FOR D
491 I. 0"0040 I.' 1 • 2 44 I 0/11111000
kkkkk bar, ,),•••.. 01, • r.,§ L••ii:ATI1 0
1Visiting journalism
classes this week as the
department's eighth
Peter Etes lecturer is
Loren P. Ghiglione,
director of the recently
published New Eng-
land Daily Newspaper
Survey.
I
SI udeni s beffin eer
ambulance  ssiuni,mt "h
by Michael Kane
Members of the university community
can expect to sec something new next time
the university ambulance is 'called to
duty—two student volunteers. These
students, members of the new Ambulance
Attendants Corps. went on duty Monday
night and will replace one of the two police
officers normally assigned to ambulance
duty. There are 41 volunteers in the
program sponsored by the UMO, B
Department of Police and Safety.
It. Brian Hilchey. one of the Corps'
coordinators, said the 41 attendants
participated in a 26 hour training program
in basic and advanced first-aid and are
"licensed in accordance with state law.''
According to Hilchey. the department
has been "toying with the idea of a
yolunteer ambulance corps for the last year
or so." He said police had received a
number of student proposals for taking
over the ambulance service entirely, but
these were "not feasible due to the
insurance regulations of the university.'
Recently however, the ambulance runs had
begun to tic up man power. as two officers
were required to make the run.
When Andrew Pratt, a UMO student and
.pialified Red Cross first-aid instructor.
came to him last September with the
volunteer attendant proposal Hilchey took
the idea to then Actiog Director Reynolds.
Thc Finance and Administration John
Blake, and from Blake to the university
lawyer. Permission for the program finally
came through in January of this year.
Efforts to recruit volunteers for the
program elicited what Hilchey called "a
tremendous response." and resulted in the
present 41 member corps.
The attendants' training program
included 13 hours of classroom work and 13
hours of practical experience. This
practical experience included viewing films
about first-aid and practice with such
first-aid tools as bandages and splints. The
course was taught by Pratt.
Hilchey stated although the classroom
schooling portion of the training program
was important. the experience segment "is
certainly primary. No matter how much
classroom work they get. the experience
they will gain through working is needed.'•
he added.
Besides the two students, an experi-
enced officer will also take part in
ambulance runs. All the attendants are
covered by university insurance in case of
injury.
UMB utilizes communi
to educate local people
"If local area people want an education,
it's our job to bring it to them. They
shouldn't have come to us for it," said
UMB director Constance Carlson explain-
ing the college's community education
program which benefited more than 1200
students last year.
The program, headed by Mt. Alan
Perrin involves more than 50 courses in two
divisions: continuing education courses
(fully credited) and community service
courses (non-credited).
The credited night courses touch
subjects such a% juvenile delinquency.
elementary statistics, and contemporary
America. The community service courses
ran trorn a three-night income tax
preparation course to an eight-week dog
obedience training study to a 15-week
course entitled basic drawing.
UMB professors and instructors share
the chores of "bringing the education to
people- which means traveling to areas in
Penobscot. Piscataquis and Hancock
counties
Physics Prof. John Zoldi travels to
Ellsworth and Prospect Harbor once a
week to teach the skills of home electrical
repair. And three law enforcement
professors branch out to Waterville.
Machais. Bar Harbor, and Ellsworth to
lecture about their specialties. Only one
professor teaches community service
courses. UMO poultry science professor
Frank Bird. handles four jewelry courses,
so local supervision for other courses come
from another source.
"We go about finding the hest possible
instructor from the local area.- pointed out
Carlson. She added the majority of the
supervisors are local experts in their field
of study though most aren't teachers.
One of the most successful courses
offered by the community service: division
was an auto maintenance course for
women. It attracted 23 women between the
ages of 17-55 and was taught by a
top-notch local mechanic.
Perrin said he hopes to offer more
courses, some to serve the area's senior
citilens, and create a '12-month-a-)ear*
school, building on summer courses
already given.
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Editor-publisher Ghiglione
highlights Peter Edes week
Loren F. Ghiglione. publisher of the
Southbridge. Mass.. Evening News and
director of the recently published New
England Daily Newspaper Survey, will be
the keynote speaker at this week's annual
spring conference of the Maine Press
Association, being sponsored this year by
the UMO journalism department in
conjunction with its annual Peter Edes
week.
Ghiglione will speak at a luncheon in the
Hilltop Conference Center Friday, which
will kick off a program featuring two
seminars and a dinner speech by John
McMaster. president of the New England
Press Association and publisher of the
Ayer. Mass.. Public Spirit.
The seminars will he panel discussions
led by leaders in the Maine newspaper
field. The topics to be dealt with are
investigative reporting and coping with
publishing problems.
The Peter Edes lecture by Ghiglione is
expected to touch upon aspects of the
newspaper survey, which he proposed and
directed last spring. The survey, the first of
its kind attempted in the United States.
reviewed every daily newspaper in the six
New England states.
Two UMO faculty members, journalism
professors Brooks Hamilton and Alan R.
Miller, participated in the survey by
covering the state of New Hampshire.
Miller also participated in the final editing
of the manuscript, which was published
and distributed this spring.
Ghiglione is on campus this week
speaking to journalism classes under the
provisions of the Peter Edes Fund, which
has brought eight other prominent
newsmen to Orono. Last year's speaker
was Thomas Winship. editor of The Roston
Globe.
Singer Wilmot MacDonald
weaves 'wonder tales'
Wilmot MacDonald. a suckiii, -y car-old
retired woodsman from New Brunswick's
Miramichi Valley will present an evening
of songs and stories Thursday. April 11. at
8:15 p.m. in the Damn Yankee Room of the
Memorial Union. His songs range from
"lying songs" like "The Little Bulls" to
that classic ballad of death in the woods,
"Peter Emberly". His stories, which he
calls "giant stories" and what folklorists
call Marchen or "wonder tales." are long
adventure narratives replete with magic
swords, giants. princesses, and talking
animals. These are not children's stories
but tales Wilmot learned in the Miramichi
lumbercamps. where he learned most of
his songs.
MacDonald once was one of the most
important performers in the annual
Miramichi Folksong Festival in Newcastle.
New Brunswick. Recordings of his songs
and stories are on deposit at the National
Museum kit Man in Ottawa. in the Library
of Congress in Washington. and in the
Northest Archives of Folklore and Oral
History in Orono.
MacDonald sings strong and slow, with
no instrumental accompaniment. and his
story. telling is animated and easy-going.
MacDonald's visit is the first in a series
of events at UMO-B this spring intended to
give audiences in the Greater Bangor area
a chance to see and hear the best of the arts
in contemporary Canada. A poetry reading
is scheduled April 18 at 8 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the Memorial Union by
one of Canada's leading poets. A.J.M.
Study in
ITALY
this Summer
CLASSES: JUNE 17—JULY 22
Anthropology • An History • Italian
Classical Civilization • Painting • Cinema
Sculpture • Etruscan Archaeology Program
TRINITY COLLEGE/ROME CAMPUS
Dr Borden W Painter, Jr . Director
Hartford, Conn. 06106
(203) 527-3151, Ext. 218
4 
sihttii. The 6r,ii4pe de la Place Rojale
ballet company . The Quintet a Vent
Ensemble du St. -Laurent. The Pendulum
Theatre, and the Les Petits Chanteurs de
Trois Retieres. will visit UMO in May.
There will also be a series of films and
exhibits ot New Brunswick and Eskimo
crafts.
The Arts-Canada series is sponsored by
the Arthur R. Lord Fund. The Patrons of
the Fine Arts, The New England-Atlantic
Provinces-Quebec Center and the Maine
State Commission on the Arts and
Humanities. Admission to see MacDonald
Thursday night is tree.
Panhellenic Council
sponsors 30 hour
dance marathon
l'hc Panhellenic Count:it will hold a
Dance Marathon Ma % 3rd and 4th in the
Memorial Gymnasium. Dancing will he
from 4 p.m. Friday to 10 p.m. Saturday and
from 10 p.m. to 12 p.m. the floor will he
free for the spectators to dance. Spectators
will be charged a ten cunt Ice at the doi.q.
All participants must be backed by an
organiiation: the registration lee is S15 per
couple. Registration will be three weeks
prior to the dance, and pledging will he two
weeks prior. All money will go to the
Second Century. Fund. The winning couple
will be awarded a trip to Bermuda.
A PA PORT--- 1
Spring "2 for 1" Special
i4S.S....A.S..1-1.5 X %I
• SHOCK AnUtVitr,
50%
DISCOUNT*
VALID* 71001 AMA
Pease Syne.*
Use. 0.11..•
SPECIAL-FOUR SHOCKS
Inctudes tow Mott...croft Shock Absorbers. Awl about our
spec ata two shock absorbers. Not ,por.coble to Cu,'
and Cort.no thodeis.
Mohutocturer s Suggested L Pcit SS! 204
Shock Absorber Spevol— 4 Shocks $28.10
Labor $1250
Your Spec.ol PrKe $A: ECI
kolbertud De Sofpokr•
TA. erne Memel* elieleelle ewe ere Wel tree.
mu upsets Jen a Irk rwirsokentrobtamewansmerwre
PRESENT rriiS COUPON AND GET THIS "2 FOR r SPECIAL NOW
FOR ALL DOMESTIC PASSENGER CAR MODELS
RAPAPORT
W14111 YOU ALWAYS GET A LITTLE MOON POW A LITTLE LESSI
3E-40 OAK ST. OPEN EVENINGS 1147-4SSO BANGOR
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Taxing the till
Although this newspaper has had occassion to
disagree with President Neville on various issues
this year, we really can't fault him for being too
vague when he made his recommendation to take
a percentage of the gross receipts received by
the proposed on-campus pub for -campus
development." The final draft of his proposal
said nothing about how long this taxation would
go on, how much he would take, or what he
meant by "campus development." But he is not
to blame.
The President spelled out what he had in mind
when he made his first recommendation, saying
he wanted to take 10 percent off the top of the
pub's gross receipts for five years and turn the
money over to the capital funds drive. It's a
shame his executive thinking was stifled by
members of the pub committee who didn't like
his idea.
We think Neville displayed an impressive
amount of resourcefulness and imagination, with
his plan to put his own private tax on what will
probably be a non-profit organization. We are
confident that, although he had to change the
wording of his recommendation, he hasn't
changed his mind. There is no way to stop that
kind of creativity.
The less imaginative among us thought Neville
had pretty much covered all the available bases
when he unveiled his fund drive plan, asking for
contributions from students, alumni and friends
of the university, along with directing solicitors
to suggest to university faculty and employes an
amount • 'they might consider giving.•'
But we were wrong. We never considered the
great monetary rewards that could be raked in by
taking a percentage of the money students will
shell out to slug down the suds. The pub hasn't
es.•,.n keen oppr-sv",4 yet, the President
already has a place for the money made by a
non-profit organization to go. That is quick
thinking. No pressure, mind you, but quick
thinking.
We have a feeling that this is far from the last
stroke of brilliance by Neville. After all, a man
who can think of a way to suck cash for "campus
development" out of something that does not yet
exist can easily come up with a taxation plan to
cover other routine activities.
Commentary 
Maine
Campus Editorials]
Think of it. The proceeds from all the
solicitation (and contribution suggestion) efforts
will look like peanuts compared to the income
received from the pay toilets that will no doubt
hp inctallpel in evpry dormitory and class building
rest room, not to mention the pub bathrooms.
We might even suggest a catchy little jingle,
something like, "A quarter for you comfort."
Toilet paper vending machines, a strong
possibility, will also reap handsome rewards.
In the years to come, the university community
will see turnstiles installed in all buildings on
campus, with tokens sold at the candy counter in
the Union. How one gets into the Union to buy
the tokens presents another money making
opportunity. Tokens would be distributed free of
charge to guests, though, avoiding any charges
that the funds drive methods have degenerated
into a cheap, money grabbing exercise in
extortion.
Parking meters will probably be one of the first
changes to come, however, for both cars and
those bicycles buzzing around campus.
Executive thinking, remember, leaves no stone
unturned. It's easier to tow away a bike than a
car, and just think of the fines.
Taking 10 percent off the top of the pub
income is only the beginning of what promises to
be a new look at UM O. Today the pub.
Tomorrow, everything.
Steve Parker
Unveiling Rev. Frankland's 1st amendment disguise
It is indeed heart-warming to know
that while wc werc all vacationing last
week, that staunch defender of first
amendment rights. the Rev. Herman
Frankland. was in Washington trying to
testify before the Senate's Subcomrnit-
tee on Communications in Washington.
The Subcommittee is considering
President Nixon's nomination of one
Rev. Luther Holcomb of Texas to fill a
recent vacancy on the Federal
Communications Commission. Frank-
land vys he is opposed to the
appointment of such "ultra-liberal"
minister.- as Rev. Holcomb to the FCC.
Apparently the good Reverend never
got his chance to testify, although he
was scheduled to appear before the
Subcommittee on Wednesday. It seems
that Rev. Carl McIntyre. past leader of
pro-Vietnam war marches on Washing-
ton. brought so many of his pals along
to testify that the Bangor preacher
didn't stand a chance.
But the real reason he went to
Washington. according to Frankland
himself, was to defend our first
amendment rights. even for homo-
sexuals! That's what he says, anyway.
Frankland-charges that because of
FCC rulings. "conservative" ministers
like himself are being denied access to
the airwaves because stations are afraid
of getting involved in controversies. In
his own well-publicized case. Rev.
Frankland's program on WLBZ was
cancelled, at least according to his
claims, because he is an outspoken
critic of the University Trustee's
decision to allow the Wilde-Stein Club
to hold a state-wide gay symposium on
campus.
In all fairness, it may be that Rev.
Frankland's right to freedom of speech
under the first amendment was denied
when that program was cancelled;
especially since he offered to pay for a
Wilde-Stein rebuttal to his program.
But really, as important as it is. that is
not the point.
The point is that Rev. Frankland has
the audacity to disguise his attempt to
deny homosexuals their first amend-
ment right to freedom of speech.
This puts him in an interesting and
self-contradictory position. He advo-
cates the upholding of first amendment
provisions for himself. but would deny it
to homosexuals.
This is clearly unconstitutional. No
doubt the unconstitutionality of such a
denial of freedopi to peaceably
assemble prompted the Trustee's
correct decision to allow the sym-
posium. I don't believe there is a court
in this nation that would deny this basic
right to a group simply because of the
sexual habits of its members. If there is
such a court, it wouldn't be long before
it would be a strongly overruled court.
I propose there are two things the
conservative ministers and the mostly
rural Mainers who have been kicking up
such a fuss must learn from this. First.
you can't legislate so-called "moral-
ity". It is both illegal tin most cases).
and undersirable in all cases because
morality is an individual, personal
thing. And although there must be a
common meeting ground of each
person's own morality for society to
function, there can never be a mass
morality. If this every comes about, we
can say good-bye to freedom and hello
to 1984.
1/4
The second thing to be learned is the
provisions of the Constitution. Everyone
should read it, if not the whole
document, then at least the Bill of
Rights. and try to understand what it
sa)s. These are our rights, and we can't
defend them if we don't know what they
are.
RCN . Frankland's problem lies in that
he is trying to impose his own moraltt
talthough I'm sure he would argue that
it is God's morality—but it amounts to
the same thing) on everyone, and not
just those who base by personal choice
adopted his teachings.
It is fine for Rev. Frankland to
"legislate". if you will, morality for the
members of his congregation; it is, in
fact, his constitutional privilege to do
so. But if he really understood the
Constitution, he would realize that
neither the government, the media, nor
the University of Maine can dictate
morality to the public as he does to his
followers.
And so, dear friends. the next time
you hear the good Reverend cry "fir.
amendment rights!", please look
again—closely.
(Letters to the editor
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Health center plans meetings
Intern proposal may end student teacher rip-offs
To the editor:
In your editorial on the
proposed full-year internship for
prospective student teachers
(March 29). you contend that
John Marvin attacks the
"innovations** of first-year
teachers by calling their
methods "terrible." But who is
really being the conservative
here? Granted Marvin's propo-
sal is elitist-oriented and his
statements at times may have
been inaccurate, but my wife.
and I (though not an education
major. thank God), welcome
Marvin's innovative thoughts
much more readily than your
maintenance-of-the-status quo
argument. Having participated
in an internship program. I feel
that there are many merits to
sd'ch a system, and. at $.3.500
for a nine month period, we feel
that it would be a vast
improvement over this student
rip-off that is currently dis-
guised as student teaching. The
present set up is too short to
provide sufficient training, but
then there are those like John
Lindlof who claim that the
internship would add greater
hardships to students and
parents. even though we have to
bear the burdens of this present
system. As I understand (or fail
to understand) the student
teaching set up. teachers having
a student teacher are paid $75
for that eight week period (not
had considering the student
teacher helps the teacher at
least as much as the latter
reciprocates for the former.) But
where does the remainder of the
tuition money go? And that
remainder is quite a substantial
amount for out-of-state tuitions.
I doubt if people in education
who profess to have such great
empathy for the students. like
Lindlof, have ever considered
subsidizing the trasel expenses
of student teachers. Of course.
the main reason I'm protesting
the current system is because
thanks to student teaching I'm
at least $600 poorer and without
a job as well. Ours is an extreme
example of course (or is it?). but
I feel that the least the school
could have done was reimburse
me for the $50 plus that was
spent on gas and oil during my
wife's student teaching travels.
My writing this makes my
wife nervous as no one else in
Education seems willing to
protest the student teaching
policies, probably for fear of
retribution from the faculty. But
perhaps the students, those
great innovators, are content
with the current situation as it
would appear from the Cam-
pus's article and accompanying
editorial. We are definitely not
satisfied with the present
system. We applaud John
Marvin's efforts, but we are not
sure that we can freely express
our attitudes without some
retribution, so we must remain
Anonymous
Exploitation of women is no joke
To the editor:
I recently spotted a piece 01
litter on the floor in Winslow
Flail. As I noticed that it was
sticking its tongue out at me. 1
'4"::!•4`.."4
It is et identiv an exam for a
course in the Agriculture and
Resource Economics depart-
ment. The exam is divided into
sections. The first and longest
fills over a page. It is titled.
"HENRIETTA THE HOOKER
(The Life and Times of an
Exploited Woman)." The sec-
tion is presented as a story with
economic points raised along
the way. Blanks arc marked for
completion by the student.
Because of its length. I offer
an edited version. stressing
story line at the expense of
economic theort . erything
that tollott.s is quoted directly
from the exam patio-.
"Henrietta tor "He n'') is a
prostitute in a large New
England City. She offers a
service to the market, this
service being a toilet ,n of three
major considerations: a) her
operating expenditures. (b) her
 (c) her experience, or
invest ment.
"Prostitution is. of coursc,
illegal there...
"Suddenly. in a nationwide
effort to boost his popularity.
President Nixon legalizes pros-
titution!...
"Now that prostitution is
legal. Henrietta and her
.iieautdet idc to license
practitioners of the service, and
to accredit only certain schools
which offer training in the art....
"Organized and acting as a
single seller, or—., in the local
market. "Hen's Chicks" decide
to adopt a two-price policy for
their services...
"The President. pleased
beyond compare with his
showing in the opinion polls now
that prostitution is legal,
decides to go one step further:
he establishes the Prostitution
Service Corps — a military unit
based on conscription, with low
pay . I Draft Director Rebozo, in a
rare burst of humor, terms it the
"Rod Squad.") It drafted a
woman must serve....
"The result of all this? I leave
you to judge for yourself.
considering two questions: (a)
What happens to the Presi-
dent's ratings in the opinion
polls? (b) What would be an
appropriate uniform for the
PSC?"
Presumably the idea behind
this form for the exam was
humor. So, if we hate all
stopped chuckling. I would like
to state why I. as a woman,
object vehemently to it.
Women, the exploitation of
women, and the fact of
IJiotitutIsII ate- nm to be-
laughed at. If we are going to
get this into our society's
sometimes thick skull, surely
one place to begin is in the
university. Had this professor
dealt earnestly with the
problems surrounding prostitu-
tion. I would have no argument.
Instead he is making a joke of it.
I choose not to laugh. I should
add that the next section.
"Farmer Fred and the Market
(The Man Who is Outstanding
in his Field)" is presented in an
entirely serious and realistic
vein.
There is certainly little trace
of the realities of prostitution,
economic or otherwise, in the
exam. The only pimp in the
picture is apparently the U.S
goternment. (Maybe there
some insight here after all.)
If the professor in this cour\
honestly feels that this
education at its best. I hope he
comes forward to defend it. To
quote the exam again. "READ
CAREFULLY, and THINK
before you answer."
Rita Belserenc
THE MAINE CAMPUS
needs another salesperson to sell and
service in expanding market. The CAMPUS
offers base pay plus commission plus
mileage. Applicant must have car.
Apply to: AD MANAGERTHE MAINE CAMPUS
106 LORD HALL
To the editor:
Because of continued expres-
sions of interest in a Family
Health Care Center by members
of the University community, a
second survey of all full time
employes will be attempted.
This will not be done by mail.
Informational meetings will be
held at Hauck Auditorium
during the week of April 15 at 12
noon. Questionnaires will be
distributed at each meeting,
then completed and collected
before the meeting ends. This
will be the only way an
employe can show interest in
the plan. since failure to attend
a meeting and complete the
questionnaire will be inter-
preted as lack of interest.
To spread the attendance we
would like to separate the
meetings alphabetically as
follows:
Last name beginning with A
through D—Tuesday, April 16
E through J—Wednesday. April
17
H through 0—Thursday, April
18
R through Z-Friday. April 9
If your scheduled day is
inconvenient for you, attend any
other meving that is conve-
nient. Husbands and wives of
employes are welcome to
attend, but only the employee
should complete the question-
naire. If both husband and wife
are employes, both should
complete it.
R.A. Graves.
M.D., Director
Student Health Center
Campus staff lacks loyalty
To the editor:
I am old—true. I am a
square—also true. However. I
do have opinions, but whether
you think them important rests
with you!
I think the "Campus" giving
credence to a small minority
group is very wrong. Possibly
the staff is secretly in sympathy
with the "Gays." Two adages
come to my mind—"Birds of a
feather flock together" and "2
+ 2 = 4." Your last editorial,
however, almost added up to S.
I can do little about today's
young people, but I do care
about their University. I feel if
students have the good fortune
to attend a fine school, they:
have a trust given them by the
students before them. A trust
that expects to uphold the
traditions and do nothing to hurt
their school. Newspaper report-
ing has degenerated to the point
where news is not important
unless it is sensational. But you.
a school paper. should be above
reporting in such a manner.
No one. I am sure, wants to
change "Gays Life Style." But
why push such ideas on the
whole student body when I am
sure 98 per cent of them would
prefer to ignore the whole
sordid bit. Why don't you give
equal coverage to Sadists, that
would be sensational. I'm sure
you have a few of them on
campus, also.
1 think if your aim is to make
the Campus a scandal sheet,
you should refrain from sending
it to the Alumni. Please keep
your dirty linen hidden from us.
Please play this deplorable
situation down. Don't act so
d-- proud of it. Remember
this pert ersion is nothing new.
it goes back to the Middle Ages.
Because of people of taste it has
been kept in its proper
perspectite all these years.
I'm afraid you on the Campus
staff have neither taste nor any
loyalty to your school. Sad but
true.
Gina Humphrey, '33
JOHN SEBASTIAN
and his own back-up band IN CONCERT
FRIDAY APRIL 12th 8:00 PM
MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM
GENERAL ADMISSION $3.00
Tickets on Sale at
STUDENT UNION VINER'S IN BANGOR
AND AT THE DOOR THE NIGHT OF THE
PERFORMANCE.
AT
Sponsored by the UMO Student Government
_J
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by Kate Arse
Over- 3500 high school students filled
Memorial Gymnasium last Tuesday to hear
astronaut Joseph Allen speak as part of UMO's
60th annual Open House Week. Allen's
appearance was described as "the spectacular"
of the week-long events by this year's open
house coordinator John Benoit.
"In all my years on this campus I've never
seen the gym so full." Benoit exclaimed,
describing the astronaut's reception on campus._
Invitations to hear Allen were sent to area school
superintendents. Benoit explained, and the
response was greater than expected.
Allen, substituting for Apollo astronaut Stuart
A. Roosa, who cancelled his scheduled
appearance, has never been in space, but has
served as a back-up pilot, and has gone through
all thP preparation for space flight. He described
future space shuttle systems, gave a history of
the space program, spoke of future plans for
 ITIRE & Clinks Center
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space exploration with the Russians. and offered
students advice on how to become an astronaut.
Benoit explained the astronaut's appearance
was an innovation in the activities of this year's
annual open house which began March 30. He
went on to explain that although one major
attraction(the Allen appearance) was scheduled.
the Open House committee hoped visitors would
take in other annual activities on campus this
year.
The committee's plans worked— Benoit
confidently i-,tin-iates that last week's attendance
more than doubled last year's turnout of over
3000.
Allen made three other appearances in
addition to addressing the high school students.
He spoke to the university community, the press.
and the Greater Bangor Area Chamber of
Commerce.
Benoit noted participation in other youth-
oriented events was also up. The JETS(Junior
Engineering Technical Society) program of tours
to displays of engineering operations on campus
Jeff Rand demonstrates the method of righting an over turned kayak during the d
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Governor Kenneth Curtis also took part in the
Open House Week activities, speaking to Maine
businessmen on Wednesday. A seminar speaker
on Economic Growth through Regional
Development, the governor spoke to an audience
of 200 about the state and its community
economic development.
Benoit termed Wednesday's program. "A
Woman in a Man's World," at the Memorial
Union as "very successful.** Dr. Shirley
McKune, manager of the Teachers' Rights
division of the National Education Association
and faculty member of the George Washington
University in Washington, D.C., spoke before 75
men and women. McKune spoke on issues
revolving around woman's attempt to gain
responsibility in career fields dominated by men.
A micro bus, operated by agricultural
engineering student Charles Roble, provided
rides around CaMDUS for visitors touring that
department's exhibits, which included a solar
r
collector and wood chip stove. The bus, a Ford
Club Van, proved to be another highlight of the
week's activities, attracting those curious
enough to ride in a vehicle running on methane
gas derived from chicken manure. Robie, a UMO
sophomore, adapted his van to run on a seperate
system that feeds on methane gas—and in
today's energy-conscious atmosphere, many
were eager to ride in Roble's experiment.
The week's sporting events included
participation of a dozen Maine high schools in a
girls' track meet, the Parachute Club's jump
demonstration onto the athletic field, and the
Rangers Club climbing events. Approximately
600 spectators were at the Memorial Gym
Saturday for the Maine Karate Championships,
sponsored by the Maine Karate Club. The club's
president, Bruce Barker, said he expected
between 100 to 125 participants from across the
state but closer to 200 participants were involved
in the tournament's two competitions. Last year
less than 100 participants turned out for the
competition.
law
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Substituting for Stuart Roosa, Joseph
Allen addressed the open house audience
about the space shuttle and the Dual mission
with the Russians.
_
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r TWENTY ONE HUNDRED !
Multi—Media Communication
TectiIe
OF ALIENATION AND THE MESSAGE OF JESUS
April 9-10-12-13 7730 PM
DAMN YANKEE ROOM
Ennuye?
Try PARIS.
This summer.
Learn French. For love and credits.
Beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels
JUNE 24 - AUGUST 2 —Graduate and Undergraduate Divisions-8 credits
Also academic year programs in Paris and Madrid
Contact: Wilmarth H. Starr, Director, N.Y.U. Abroad
1010 Main Building, Washington Square, New York, N.Y. 10003, (212) 598-2415
New York University
MEET
STEPHEN KING
former UMO Student and Marne 
 Campus Columnist
and
Auiliur (.11
"CA 11 R IF"law_m_w_p_m I
f !Fe
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
• Stephen will be personally autographin::
copies of "Carrie"
Tuesday, April 16, 1974
9 AM-12 noon, 1:30PM-4PM
"Carrie" has been bought by
publishers in Japan, England, France &
Spain.
Several film companies have already
expressed strong interest.
A novel about the other world in this
world. It is the chilling story of a girl &
her strange power!
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This week's film fare offers variety and excellence
This is # great week for filmgoers on
campus. and for that reason I am
reinstating This Week's Films. a weekly
column I used to do when their was bad
stuff to he warned about. Now the
pendulum has swung(after a period of
usual mediocrity) to the opposite and I
heartily recommend all seven of the below
mentioned.
The Chase (Tuesday in 100 Nutting at 7
,S; 9:30, free) is an interesting if flawed
drama directed by Arthur Penn. the man
who made Bonnie and Clyde, Alice's
Restaurant. and Little Big Man. This 1966
film's heaviest criticism was levied against
the excessive stereotyping of its characters
living in a small Southern town—all
degenerates and prone to violence. Pauline
Kael termed it a "liberal sadomasochistic
fantasy." In other words, the whites are
ironically treated by the film as they
typically degrade the blacks.
The plot is a simple one as the town's
Sheriff Calder. Marlon Brand°. attempts to
control a populace run rampant with the
news that Bubber Reeves. Robert Redford.
sent to a penitentary on a false vharge by
the town, has escaped and is coming home.
by MI Gordon
With Jane Fonda, E.G. Marshall. Angie
Dickinson. Janice Rule. James Fox.
Jocelyn Brands), and Miriam Hopkins. 135
minutes. Color.
Henry V (Wednesday in 120 Little at 6:30
and 9:00, free) is a fine adaption of a great
Shakespeare tragedy. , directed by and
starring Laurence Olivier. Best Picture of
Year (19491 by National Board of Review.
and best actor Li? New York F"— Crotcs
and NBR. With Renee Aasherson and
Robert Newton. 137 minutes. Color.
Soldier Blue j Wednesday in 100 Nutting
and Thursday in 130 Little at and 9:30.
free) prompted critical contempt form
several factions because of its too-realistic
account of the Sand Creek Massacre of
1864. when the Colorado militia killed
hundreds of Indians. including women and
children. It's one of the new wave of honest
Westerns. (1970). and states Indian
atrocities common to most Hollywood
saddle epics. such as scalping. were in fact
the creation of the white man.
The climactic, lengthy blood massacre is
not for the squeamish and mans people
AT
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For the sesoon starting July. 1974,
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to recngnized overseas medical
schools
And that's just the beginning.
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counselors
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enrolled in an American university are
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program
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Informatron, pnone toll free
(800) 645-1234
•rt New York State Orin*
(516) 746-2380
or write,
Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old Country Road
!Carol& PI 11501
RUGS
has e had to walk out of this film. Directed
hs Ralph Nelson (Char/y). With Candice
Bergen. Peter Strauss. and Donald
Pleasance. 112 minutes. Color.
The Appaloosa (Thursday in 100 Nutting
at 7 and 9:30, free) is a Brand° film with
echoes of his superior One-Eyed Jacks, and
one of this great actor's lesser efforts. He's
a saddle tramp who finally settles down
one day to breed appaloosas, in a story
framework that tried to give lyricism to the
Western genre but instead became
muddled when director Sidney J. Furic
imposed a gimmicky, arty method that
makes the whole affair a bit too obvious.
With Anjanette Corner and John Saxon. 98
minutes. Color. 1%7.
Bang the Drum Slowly (Friday in Hauck
at 7 and 9:30, .50) is a well-intentioned film
released last fall about two baseball
players, played by Robert De Niro and
Michael Moriarity. That it's a spin-off of
Brian's Song, a la Love Story, is obvious
but critical reception was very good and it's
supposedly a sincere effort in achieving
what those other two films missed. 97
minutes. Color.
Cabaret (Saturday in Hauck at 7 and
9:30, 5.75) catapulted the film musical into
the ranks of cinematic achievement as
much as did West Side Story ten years
before. The music in Cabaret isn't sung in
the rain or on the street where you live, but
rather the songs are actually performed on
a cabaret stage and edited in at crucial
points in the plot to offer satiric social
comment upon the action.
It's slam-hang, rousing entertainment
all the way. and the film deserved the
many Oscars it was awarded, notably for
Liza Minnelli and Joel Grey. Directed by
Bob Fosse. 123 minutes. Color. 1972.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (Sunday in
100 Nutting at 1:30 and 3:30. free) is the
famous but rather mediocre 1953 movie
musical directed by Howard Hawks about
two country girls on their way to France to
seek husbands with fame and fortune
With Marilyn Monroe, whose unique
acting talents are still ignored thanks to the
excess publicity still grinding on about her
private life. and Jane Russell and Charles
Coburn. 91 minutes. Color. Includes the
song "Diamonds are a Girl's Best Friend.' •
—OFFICIAL NOTICE—
Upperclass students should contact
their advisor for a copy of their
mid-semester grade report.
42 Columbia St
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Non-academic performance in consid-
eration of faculty salary and tenure;
preferential admittance of minorities and
women and a re-evaluation of subject
matter: these are some of the
recommendations for change in graduate
education, proposed by a panel of the
ion's leading educators.
The Dean of the University of Maine
Graduate School, Franklin P. Eggert.
endorses most of these proposals.
The recommendations are part of the
report of a panel sponsored by the
Graduate Records Examinations Board and
the Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States. The panel proposed 26
"alternatic approachs.• to graduate
education, ranging from a new statement
of priorities and goals to new standards of
faculty assessment.
Eggert considers the report innovative—
so innovative that many institutions may
reject it outright. The University of Maine
will be receptive to the report, he said.
claiming a number of the ideas are already
in effect. "There are things proposed that
been doing for years and feeling
guilty about. Nov. they say we are leaders
in the field."
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While Eggert accepts most of the
recommendations he takes exception with
a few. The Graduate School should not
preferentially admit women and minori-
ties, he commented. "i don't think adding
another form of discrimination is going to
help." Eggert points out that the Graduate
Admissions Committee considers applica-
tions anonymously, without knowledge of
the applicant's sex, religion or ethnic
background.
Egger also doesn't think UMO should
place more emphasis on non-degree
programs. as the report recommends With
the limited resources available, the
school's first responsibility is to degree
candidates. he stated.
l'he report strongly recommends
practical work for graduate students in a
degree-related field outside the university .
Eggett has mixed ft clings about this idea.
'lean see the value for the individual, but
the requirement would have to take away
from something else.•'
Eggert admits that UMO is doing little to
help giaduate students with families, adult
learners, professionals in need of
retraining and those forced to pursue their
studies intermittently. He agreed with the
panel's recommendation that "course
sequences. residence regulations, and
other institutional requirements should be
adapted to meet these needs."
Another recommendation calls for the
periodic re-evaluation of subject matter
within the disiplines. Eggert says that the
disciplines at Maine are "pretty tradi-
!ions!" and agrees that re-evaluation
raises "good questions that serve to make
people think." But he's skeptical abouethe
findings of a "professional association" as
suggested by the report. contending that
.they usually tend to support the status quo
and their own self-interests.
Eggert views the greatest value of the
recommendations as providing incentive to
schools to consider the need for adapting
policies to changing conditions. The UMO
Graduate Board will consider the
recommendations at the March 21
meeting
Speaker shows stereotypes
A lecture.on "The Portrayal of Women
in Victorian Art and Literature- will be
presented this Thursday at 8 p.m. in 102
Murra Hall by Martha Vicinus, associate
professor of English at Indiana University.
The lecture, sponsored by the Arts and
Sciences Special Seminar Women: A
Search for New Values, is an analysis of
female stereotypes, draw ing evidence from
pictures and literature.
The first series of slides to be used by
Vicinus during her lecture will establish
the main stereotypes of women, and those
women who fit these roles will be
identified, according to Ann Schonberger.
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the time to observe and learn before ycL. decide on
your specialty Which may present the opportunity
to train in tnat specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
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ment Center Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
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faculty associate in Education. The second
series of slides will depict women who
deviated from the stereotypes and will
include some semi-pornographic material
about women who tried to avoid the
stereotype. Vicinus will explore the
relationship between Victorian sex
stereotypes and the current position of
women.
Vicinus. who has traveled throughout
the country giving her lectores, is the
editor of Victorian Studies and Sutter and
Be Still: tVoinen in the Victorian Age.
The public is welcome to attend.
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When we hired these
researchers, we invited
them to raise more questions
than they answered.
Making your mark in business used to mean carving a comfort-
able niche for yourself and staying there. Promotion was simply a
matter of time, provided voti could spend 20 years in the process.
But, today, business depends on technology. Technology that
can't wait a moment if it's going to keep pace with what's happening.
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on scientific research
makes the need for creative young minds more demanding than
ever. We must have people ‘‘ith drive and ambition, impatient to
put what they've learned into practice. People who get all the
freedom and responsibility they can handle, and tackle our prob-
lems with their ideas.
Which. we're happy to say. has helped many of our scientists
yield important discoveries. For example:
The woman on the left has devised new and improved photo-
graphic materials for specialized scientific applications in fields
such as astronomy and holography. The young man is an expert on
surface analysis. His work in photoelectron spectroscopy helps
to identify unknown substances. The woman on the right has a
dual background in gas chromatography and trace metal analysis,
which she's applied to analyzing pollution in rivers and streams.
They came up with new problems while solving some of our
old ones. But they've uncovered some promising answers, too.
As they continue their research. you may read about them again.
The oldest is just over 30.
Why do we give young men and women so much room to
test their ideas? Because good ideas often lead to better products.
Which are good for business. And we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own business interests, we also further
society's interests. Which makes good sense.
After all, our business depends on society. So we care what
happens to it.
Kodak.
More than a business.
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7 games rained out
Baseball Bears 3-1 on shortened Southern trip
Thu UMO baseball team compiled a very
good 3-1 record on their rain-shortened
Southern trip.
The Bears heat Old Dominion tw ice 7-0
and 11-1. And they lost to the same team
9-2.
The most satisfying victory for the Bears
was an impressive 10-4 win over Virginia.
The Cavaliers were ranked 13th in the
nation in the pre-season polls. Further-
more, they were picked to win the Atlantic
Coast Conference Championship and
Sports
Warner  named to MIAA
all-star basketball team
I.:MO sophomore Bob Warner has been
named to the starting team of the MIAA
all •star basketball team.
The 6-6 forward advanced to tenth place
on the UMO scoring list this
season as he ay eraged 18.0 points per
game.
Warner also set rebounding and
rebounding average records in leading the
Bears to the State Series crown with a 6-0
record. Warner averaged 14.6 rebounds
per contest.
Before bis selection to the MIAA all-star
team Warner had been named to the
All-New England District I third team and
the Yankee Conference second team.
l . Waruer ou Om team *vie Bled
Moore and Steve Coleila of Colby. Dan
Glenney of Bates. and Dan Vogt of
Bow don.
Moore. a 6-5 forward, is the third
leading scorer and second leading
rebounder in Colby history. Last season he
averaged 20.1 points per game and 18.1
rebounds per game. Moore was also
named to the ECAC weekly all-star team
on three occasions this season and was
chosen to the All-New England third team.
Steve Colella. also of Colby. ranks fifth
on the school's all-time scoring list. This
season he averaged 19.1 points and 11.5
rebounds per contest.
Dan Glenney of Bates was the best
all-around player for the Bobcats this
season. averaging 14.1 points and 7.7
rebounds per game.
And piarnaker Dan Vogt of Bowdoin.
the only guard to make the team. averaged
10.4 points per game.
Basketball clinic scheduled
for this summer at UMO
Three separate basketball clinics have
been scheduled for this sumer with each
limited to 120 participants from age 12 to
those entering the 12th grade. And the first
clinic. June 23-28. is already filled.
_Conducting the hoop clinics will be UMO
head • basketball coach Tom —Skip—
Chappelle. a former Little All-American at
Maine who has put together three
consecutive winning seasons at the helm of
the Black Bears. He will be assisted by
Orono High School coach John Giffin as
administrative assistant and UMO
freshman and assistant varsity coach Peter
Gavett along with a number of prominent
New England high school coaches.
The other two clinics are scheduled for
July 7-12 and Aug. 11-16. Seven indoor
basketball courts will be utilized, five in the
Field House and two in Memorial
Gyninasiutu. All students will be evaluated
and divided into divisions according to age.
size and ability.
Two instructional lectures will be given
each day and each lecture will be followed
by on-the-court sessions where funda-
mentals discussed in lectures and practiced
in drill situations will be used in game
-p
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situations. Eery student w ill play at least
one half of every game.
Other portions of the clinic day will
include movies, drills, conditioning, foul
shooting. individual instruction, video tape
replays of games and student evaluations.
Fee for attending each clinic is $85 and
N ill include tuition, lodging and meals.
Day students will be charged S50 per week
and may purchase some meals on a day to
day basis.
Aaron hits No. 7151
Last night "Hammerin" Hank Aaron
swung his way into baseball immortality as
he broke Babe Ruth's career home run
record of 714. In the fourth inning he rode a
1-0 pitch by Al Downing into the Atlanta
bullpen at Atlanta Stadium.
Aaron had tied the Babe's record
Saturday afternoon in Cinneinati on his
first swing of the season. And oddly
enough the record-breaking homer came
on Aaron's first swing of the season in
Atlanta as he walked during his first trip to
the plate.
considered the second best team in the
Southeastern United States.
A big surprise for Maine was the play of
freshman Greg Smith. The outfielder-
pitcher collected 7 hits in 18 times at the
plate for a .389 batting average. But maybe
more noteworthy was the fact that the
freshman clouted 3 homeruns to provide
the Bears with some much needed power.
Also. Smith picked up a win as a pitcher
when he relieved in the Virginia game.
hitter on the team is shortstop Doug
After the opening four games the
- ..
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Shortstop Doug Lentz led the Bears with
the recent Southern tour.
with a .563 average. Lentz collected 9 hits
in sixteen trips to the plate.
Other top hitters for the Bears were Jack
Leggett collected 6 hits in 12 times up for a
.500 average. Gene Toloczko hit .375 and
Kevin Goodhue .308.
Greg Smith, Burt Roberge and Jim
Lynch picked up the pitching victories for
Maine. while Rich Prior was tagged with
the loss in the first Old Dominion game.
Maine's next game is this Friday at
Connecticut. The Bears will also tangle
with the Huskies on Saturday afternoon.
a 563 batting average during
Hitting e, • •Matistics
AB R H RBI's 28 HR AVG.
Doug Lentz 16 3 9
.563
Greg Smith 18 _ 3 .389
Jack Leggett '2
.500
Gene Toloczko 8
.375
Kevin Goodhue
.308
SUMMER IN MIS
Charter Flight leaves New York July 1.
Return-Flight leaves Paris August 24. Cost $276.
$100 deposit required on a first come first serve
basis
Contact Dept of Foreign Languages
Prof Alan Singerman
—581-7864
—581-7772
827-5329
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